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EXERCISE: Interpretation- of- Significance 
Worksheet
Go back to your mental- intrusion diary and select an unwanted mental 
intrusion you identified with your distress. Write the intrusion in the space 
below:

 

 

Next, respond to these questions about the intrusion.

1. Do you associate a personal threat or a bad outcome with the 
intrusion? Describe the threat or negative consequence here:

 

 

2. Do you feel responsible for preventing this negative conse-
quence? If so, explain how you are responsible:

 

 

3. Do you believe having the intrusive thought could have a nega-
tive effect on you or others? If so, explain how this would happen:

 

 

4. Does the intrusion seem more significant because it happens 
frequently and is distressing? Answer yes or no:
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5. Is it important that you suppress, or not think about, the intrusive 
thought? If yes, explain what might happen if you lost control of 
the thought:

 

 

Your answers to these five questions explain why the intrusive thought 
has gained such personal significance. Given its importance, can you 
now understand why it grabs your attention when it pops into your mind? 
This interpretation of significance plays a key role in causing an esca-
lation in your distressing thoughts and feelings. We all automatically 
pay more attention and respond more vigorously to thoughts, images, 
memories, or other ideas that we consider important in our lives.

You can visit www.overcoming.co.uk to download other copies of 
this interpretation- of- significance worksheet, so you can use it as a 
checklist with other distressing thoughts. The mental- control perspec-
tive on anxiety and depression teaches you how to reduce the signifi-
cance attributed to these disturbing intrusive thoughts. And you’ll soon 
be doing a lot of work on how to change your interpretation of them. 
In the meantime, consider how Samantha misinterpreted the signif-
icance of her intrusive thought I’m going to feel intensely anxious and 
uncomfortable.

Samantha considered the intrusive thought personally threatening 
because feeling anxious in social situations was just about the worst 
thing she could imagine. She held herself responsible for concealing the 
anxiety from others. She also believed that having the intrusive thought 
before a social event actually increased the likelihood that she’d feel 
anxious at the event. She viewed her anticipatory intrusive thoughts as a 
way of priming the anxiety pump. Although most people wonder if they’ll 
feel anxious at an unfamiliar social event, Samantha believed that the 
sheer frequency of her anxious intrusions reflected their unusual impor-
tance in her life. In fact, Samantha became convinced that eliminating 
the anticipatory intrusive thoughts was a key to reducing her anxiety in 
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